Introduction
The problem of the light sources is one of the most important, such as these of spectro meters and spectrophotometric measurements, in the field of the emission spectrochemical analysis. Recently, against usual light sources such as flame, arc and spark, which have been put to practical use, varieties of new light sources are developed and recommended.
To examine and to compare the performance of these new light sources, the temperature measurement is one of the direct and important beginnings.
There A scanning of the band spectral lines with a microphotometer is shown in Fig. 3 . The background intensity of spectrum of the plasma jet light source 4) used is rather low in the vicinity of the wave length region of the OH band. But 
Precision of the measurements
Examples of precision of the temperature measurements under two discharge conditions, in which plasma jets were discharged at the electric currents of 38A and 43A, were shown in Table III . Solution samples were nebulized with a ultrasonic nebulizer and desolvated through a desolvation instrument.
Metal iron was dissolved in 1:10
HCl solution so that upper column and 37.9 A in the lower column in Table IV . When the cathode is put too back (Fig. 5, c) , the ejection of the plasma jet becomes forcibly, the spectral line intensities become strong and the excitation temperatures are higher. The values of the eletric currents become smaller. The 25.5 A of the upper column in Table IV corresponds to this case. In the case of the central position of the horizontal cathode (Fig. 5, b) , values of the electric current and the excitation temperature are intermediate.
The 25.8 A in the upper column and the 36.6 A in the lower column in Table IV correspond to the last case. Tem perature difference in these cases amounts to 450 degree.
Results of the measurements
A feature of the plasma jet light source, used in this experiment, is that a variety of gases or mixtures of gases are usable as a discharge gas to eject many sorts of plasma jet.
5.1
The excitation temperature of Ar-N2 plasma jet When Ar 5l/min. is used as a carrier gas, carrying the moisture of sample, and N2 2l/min. is used as an additional gas, the excitation temperatures become as shown in Table V . to these, several times' increase of the spectral line intensities will be supposed in the case of Hg I 2536.6 A line and Cd I 2287.0 A line. And 10 to 30 times increase will be supposed in the case of Zn 2138.6 A line. 5) The rises of the temperatures in these case are more remarkable in the discharge of the intermediate electric currents.
5.2
The excitation temperature of Ar plasma jet Using Ar gas as a carrier without addition of N2 gas, an Ar plasma jet was discharged. In this case, the excitation temperatures are clearly lower compared to that of the Ar-N2 plasma jet. That is, values shown in the upper column in Table VI become lower compared to that in the upper column in Table V But the rises of the temperatures are not so much as that in the same case of the Ar-N2 plasma jet.
The OH band rotation temperature
The OH band rotation temperatures of the Ar-N2 plasma jet are shown in Table VII . Temperature differences according to the heights of observed points from the top of the discharge hole are not viewed, these are opposed to the results in the case of the excitation temperatures of the same plasma jet in Table V . And, differences of the OH hand rotation temperature by the addition of 2/10 mol KCl to the sample are plus or minus, and have no fixed inclination.
The OH band rotation temperatures of the Ar plasma jet are shown in Table VIII . In these cases, temperature differences according to the heights of observed points from the discharge hole are small, and have also no inclination by the addition of 2/10 mol KCl to 
Radial emission and temperature distributions
As shown in Fig. 6 , the plasma jet cross section is divided into four circular zones which succeed at equal intervals of__??__(=R/4). The emission per unit volume per unit solid angle is taken to be constant within a zone; it as sumes the values J1, J2, J3 and J4 for the four zones. The total emission in the y direction from the four sections parallel to the y axis is I1__??__, I2__??__, I3__??__and I4__??__. 6) In the practical measurements, four points of 0.5 mm (I1), 1.5 mm (I2), 2.5 mm (I3) and 3.5 mm (I4) from the center of the plasma jet 
If the excitation potential of the OH band is 4.2 eV, with considering the above partial pressures of the OH band, the intensity of the OH band changes as follows,
